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MASTER PLANNING PROCESS
FIVE STEPS

The first step in the master plan process is to gather the 
information about the school district. This includes the physical 
condition and the educational adequacy of the facilities.

The second step in the process is to understand the purpose and 
mission of the school district, and to envision how they can be applied 
to the built environment. This is a time to dream about the potential of 
the educational environment for the students, and for the  community.

The third step is to define the program of the project, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. In listing the spaces that are required 
for the school district, we assign area adjacencies and set priorities.

The fourth step is a collaborative design and test fit of all the facility 
options for the district. This can be reallocation of space within an 
existing facility, additions and alterations, and/or new facilities. 
During this step all possibilities are considered, factoring in priorities 
of the program, goals set for the project, and site conditions.

The fifth step is where purpose is transformed into place. Through 
a consensus building process, the community selects the preferred 
option that best meets the needs, mission, and budget of the district.

GATHER

ENVISION

DEFINE

CONSIDER

TRANSFORM
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MISSION

Sharing responsibility with families and 
community, we will develop lifelong learners 
by providing a high quality education for 
every student, every day.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

1.  Family & Community Involvement
     We will provide opportunities for family and 
     community involvement to enhance learning.

2.  Communication
     We will enhance communication promoting 
     MSD 11 to stakeholders.

3.  Curriculum
     We will align curriculum, instruction and 
     professional development (Pre K-8) in an
     integrated, ongoing process.

4.  Finance
     We will continue to operate a fiscally 
     responsible budget.

5.  Facilities
     We will provide a safe and effective learning 
     environment for students.

CORE VALUES

 » Children are inherently curious
 » All children can learn
 » The motivation to learn in discouraged          

by failure
 » Children learn in a variety of ways
 » Children demonstrate what they know in a 

variety of ways
 » Students learn from their peers
 » Learning empowers people
 » Learning is a lifelong process for staff and 

students
 » Each individual deserves respect and           

has dignity
 » All children have the right to be educated in a 

safe and healthy environment
 » It is important to recognize the emotional and 

physical needs of students
 » Education is a shared responsibility among 

student, family, school and community
 » Education of the child is our highest priority

VISION

Medinah School District is committed to 
providing a safe, quality learning environment 
for all students in an evolving educational 
system that prepares students for their future.

MEDINAH SCHOOL DISTRICT 11
MISSION & VALUES
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Medinah Primary School

Medinah Intermediate School

Medinah Middle School
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MASTER PLAN PROCESS OVERVIEW

In December 2016, Medinah School District 11 
began the process of developing a master plan 
for the district. The process included evaluation of 
all three district schools: Medinah Primary School, 
Medinah Intermediate School, and Medinah Middle 
School. To arrive at a comprehensive master plan 
for the three sites, the process began with facility 
assessments, utilization analysis, and surveys/
workshops to assess curricular, community, student, 
and teacher’s needs. With this information gathered, 
a plan for the development of the district can be 
established and implemented.

MASTER PLANNING LEADERSHIP

Medinah School District 11 hired Legat Architects to 
lead the master planning process and develop the 
comprehensive plan. The Core Leadership Committee 
(CLC) led the charge and established the process. 
This team formed the Facility Master Plan (FMP) Task 
Force, which was comprised of board members, 
administrators, staff, and teachers, among others. 
Through participating in workshops, the FMP Task 
Force was trained and prepared to then facilitate these 
same workshops with larger groups, in the Community 
Engagement Sessions.

The process established by the CLC group was 
implemented in five steps: gather, envision, define, 
consider, and transform. These five steps are outlined 
on page 4 of this document.

Master Planning 
Leadership Diagram

CLC
“Why?”

FMP Task Force
“How?”

Community
“What?”

Drives the Master 
Planning Process
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GATHER

Prior to commencing the gather phase, Legat 
Architects conducted Facilities Assessments in 2016. 
The outcomes of these assessments are outlined 
on pages 12-13 of this document. In general, 
these assessments revealed that all three of the 
school buildings are in generally good shape. The 
most immediate work that needs to be done is the 
replacement of the electrical service panel at Medinah 
Intermediate School, due to a flood in 2010.

At the beginning of the gather phase, Legat Architects 
conducted a survey for the school district. Gathering 
responses from a total of 57 staff, teachers, and 
administrators, the survey asked general questions 
about each school within the district in order to assess 
the facilities from the perspective of the user. Along 
with assessing the condition of the current facilities, 
the survey asked the participants to rate the priorities 
of potential changes moving forward. Responses 
from the surveys are provided on pages 14-17 in this 
document, as well as in the Appendix.

After the surveys were completed, Legat Architects 
conducted “Dream School” workshops with the 
students. Meeting with individual classes, the students 
were asked to draw or describe their ideal school 
environment. They considered questions such as “What 
would your dream school look like?” and “What 
activities would you do in your dream school?” The 
students presented their responses to the group. A 
summary of these responses are provided on pages 
18-19 in this document, which additional responses in 
the Appendix.

Completing the gather phase, Legat Architects collected 
data and compiled utilization diagrams for each of 
the schools. These diagrams function as a road map 
moving forward, depicting which spaces are being 
utilized to their fullest potential, and which spaces are 
not being fully utilized. This information led the group 
to consider how the under-utilized spaces can be 
improved. Are they unnecessary spaces, or are they not 
currently designed to function for their intended use? 
These utilization diagrams are provided on pages 20-
25 of this document.
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ENVISION & DEFINE

The next two phases of the master planning process 
were initiated together, during the first FMP Task 
Force Meeting and the first Community Engagement 
Meeting. Facilitated by Legat Architects and the 
FMP Task Force, the attendees were broken into six 
different groups for each meeting. These groups 
were asked to consider and discuss the two following 
questions:

 » With the district’s mission statement in mind,       
what words or phrases would you use to describe 
your vision for the future of Medinah School  
District’s facilities?

 » What specific spaces or architectural elements 
would help fulfill your vision for the future of the 
facilities and exemplify the mission statement of 
Medinah School District?

The discussions that arose while answering these 
questions led the FMP Task Force to arrive at the 
following list of guiding concepts:

 » Welcoming and colorful
 » Inviting and Inclusive
 » Flexible and interactive
 » Open and connected to nature
 » Innovative
 » Safe
 » More space

The group then developed the following list of 
spaces and architectural/programmatic elements to 
help achieve the visioning words listed above:

 » Lounge and multipurpose spaces
 » Sensory spaces
 » Natural light and outdoor spaces
 » Lab spaces and technology
 » Accessibility and safety at building entries
 » Additional parking

A full list of responses to these questions and 
photos from these sessions are provided on pages 
26-37 of this document. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MASTER PLAN PROCESS OVERVIEW
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After these sessions, the CLC group developed 
five options for the district to consider moving 
forward. These options, including Legat Architect’s 
recommendation, are provided on pages 44-49 of 
this document, with larger images in the Appendix.

 

In August of 2017, the third meeting of the FMP 
Task Force was held to review the options Legat 
provided, and the group annotated positive and 
negative comments based on discussion. The group 
also developed a fifth option, an iteration based on 
Option 2, which would place grades 5 - 8 together 
in an expanded wing, instead of Pre-K - 2. Next 
steps included cost estimating for all of the options. 
A summary of the task force recommendations and 
master plan options were presented to the board on 
September 28, 2017.

CONSIDER & TRANSFORM

With the goals determined during the envision and 
define phases, Legat Architects and the FMP Task 
Force facilitated the second FMP Task Force Meeting 
and Community Engagement Meeting. In these 
sessions, the attendees were broken into six different 
groups and asked to complete the following tasks:

 » Consider Workshop: Concepts 
 » Brainstorm options and play architect: 

collaborative design and test fit session
 » Break into small groups to brainstorm
 » Report back to large group
 » Summarize

 » Transform Workshop: Pros and Cons
 » Evaluate options and prioritize: select a 

preferred option
 » Break into small groups to brainstorm
 » Report back to large group
 » Summarize

The outcomes of these sessions are provided on 
pages 38-43 of this document.
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FIVE CONDITION ASSESSMENTS

2016 FACIL ITY ASSESSMENTS

ASSESSMENTS PERFORMED

1.  10 Year Safety Survey
     State mandated inspection every ten years

2.  Exterior Masonry
     Visual assessment of exterior masonry walls

3.  Asphalt Paving
     Visual assessment of asphalt paving

4.  Electrical & Plumbing Systems
     Visual assessment of electrical and 
     plumbing systems

5.  Electrical Service Panel at MIS
     Visual assessment of main electrical panel 
     after flooding

10 YEAR SAFETY SURVEY
State mandated inspection every ten years

 » Issues identified are generally minor
    Add smoke detectors or exit sign
    Material stored too close to ceiling

 » Many issues have already been addressed by 
District Staff

EXTERIOR MASONRY SURVEY
Visual assessment of exterior masonry walls

 » Recommends work within two years at MPS and MIS
 » Other recommendations are deferred     

maintenance items
 » Sealant already being addressed by District Staff 

ASPHALT PAVING SURVEY
Visual assessment of asphalt paving

 » Typical deterioration has begun
 » No immediate “A” items (i.e. potholes)
 » Recommendations for areas to be replaced in 

next 2-5 years
 » Minor patching already being addressed by Staff
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ELECTRICAL & PLUMBING SYSTEMS SURVEY
Visual assessment of electrical and plumbing systems

 » Buildings are aging normally
 » No immediate concerns
 » Good starting point for Long Term Facility 

Maintenance Plan

ELECTRICAL SERVICE PANEL AT MIS SURVEY
Visual assessment of main electrical panel after flooding

 » Assess damage from 2010 flood - primarily 
corrosion

 » Replace affected switches
 » Replace affected distribution panel boards
 » Replace obsolete panelboard
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Legat Architects created a survey and gathered 
responses from the School’s staff, teachers, and 
administrators. These responses were reviewed and 
discussed with the staff, teachers, and administrators 
on February 13, 2017. Additionally, concerns about 
the master planning process were brought forth 
and discussed as a group. The key findings and 
discussions from this session are outlined on the 
following pages. A full list of responses can be found 
in the Appendix.

KEY RESPONSES

How could we better support our teachers within the 
school facility?

 » Provide a larger teacher’s workroom            
and updated teacher’s lounge to           
facilitate collaboration

 » Provide space for specialists to work when they 
travel from school to school

 » Additional teacher’s bathrooms and          
water fountains

 » Update classrooms to incorporate flexible 
seating options

 » Provide adequate storage and sinks in              
the classrooms

 » Doors between Kindergarten classrooms to allow 
team teaching

 » Additional teacher parking at Medinah     
Primary School

 » Update the library to improve functionality

What learning space outside the classroom does 
your school need?

 » Outdoor Classroom with tables and chairs
 » Multipurpose Room
 » STEM labs
 » MakerSpace
 » “Life Lab” (Fitness Center type space)
 » Break-out spaces for small group learning, 

one-on-one instruction, and test-taking
 » Sensory Rooms for Special Education Students 

(with IEP or sensory needs)
 » Workspaces for Speech-Language Pathologists
 » Teacher meeting rooms
 » Auditorium
 » Lunch room separate from the gym

Any additional comments related to facility needs?

 » Medinah Primary school would benefit from 
updated bus pick-up and drop-off

 » Increased parking capacity is needed at all    
three schools

 » Higher level of security for the entry vestibule at 
Medinah Primary School

 » Common areas for each grade could eliminate 
the use of classrooms for indoor recess

 » All three schools would benefit from larger, 
updated multi-purpose libraries

 » Separation of the District Office and Middle   
School spaces

 » The Art Room would benefit from an upgrade

GATHER
STAFF, TEACHER & ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY RESULTS
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How are you affiliated with the district? What buildings(s) are you most familiar with 
in the district?

Overall, how would you rate the school 
building’s condition?

Overall, how would you rate the school 
ground’s (site) condition?

STAFF, TEACHER & ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY RESULTS
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How would you prioritize the needs for the building 
in regards to updated security features?

How would you prioritize the needs for the building 
in regards to healthy and comfortable classrooms?

How would you prioritize the building needs in 
regards to updated electrical and technology 
systems to better support classroom learning?

How would you prioritize the needs for the 
building in regards to multi-purpose type spaces 
for both the community and student use?
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STUDENT “DREAM SCHOOL” WORKSHOPS

Legat Architects conducted “Dream School” workshops 
with individual classes ranging from first to seventh 
grade. Students were asked to draw or describe their 
dream school, considering questions such as, “What 
would your dream school look like?” and “What 
activities would you do in your dream school?” The 
students presented their responses and drawings in 
sessions held on February 13, 2017. The key results 
from these workshops are outlined below. Some 
responses are helpful and insightful, while others 
are simply fun. A full list of responses and additional 
pictures/drawings can be found in the Appendix.

FIRST GRADE

 » Television - educational shows & video games
 » Fish tank to learn about fish
 » Trees for shade and nature
 » Bounce house - exercise & brain break
 » Comfortable chairs with wheels and bean bags
 » Puppy - relaxation and learn to take care of animals
 » Pool and waterslide - learn to swim
 » Extra gym for more exercise

SECOND GRADE

 » Computers for research & games
 » Climbing wall - exercise, fun, view
 » Lunch room with healthy food - steak, chocolate 

ice cream, and happiness
 » Study hall - homework, quiet space
 » Tables instead of desks - working together
 » Gymnastics - fun & exercise
 » Sleeping room
 » Puppies - pet, cute, bring happiness

THIRD GRADE

 » Slide - travel up and down quickly to class
 » McDonalds (and healthy food choices)
 » Starbucks for teachers
 » Animal room - learn about lizards, care for animals

 » Quiet reading lounge
 » Garden to study plants - learn about environment 

and grow vegetables
 » Color in school - brighter & happier spaces
 » Big chalk board art display 

FIFTH GRADE

 » Kindergarden through 5th grade in one school - 
lessen change & simplify drop-off and pick-up

 » Outdoor window hallway zoo - learn about animals
 » Greenhouse - grow potatoes
 » Skylight for natural light & views outside
 » Chill-out room
 » Solar panels - save energy & learning tool
 » Soccer & Football
 » Bigger library with computers & robots

SIXTH GRADE

 » Track to practice for cross country
 » Vending machines - learn to spend money wisely, 

healthy snacks for quick energy
 » Baseball team to learn sportsmanship
 » Longer passing periods and bigger hallways with 

comfortable furniture
 » Personal Chrome Books
 » Environmental, baking, art, and fashion clubs
 » Donation system for school supplies
 » Robotics club

SEVENTH GRADE

 » Flexible schedule with a free period
 » Outdoor learning space
 » Bowling alley to learn skill
 » Larger cafeteria with windows
 » Food court similar to “oasis” along highways
 » Green house / green roof to grow food
 » New classes - foreign language, cooking, knitting, 

wood shop, math, science, car mechanics, life skills
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CURRENT SPACE UTILIZATION: MEDINAH PRIMARY SCHOOL

First Floor Plan

Legat Architects conducted a utilization analysis of the 
three existing school buildings. Individual spaces have 
been assessed and classified in regards to their current 
utilization. Categories include fully utilized, half-utilized, 
intermittently, and under-utilized spaces.
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CURRENT SPACE UTILIZATION: MEDINAH INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

First Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Legat Architects conducted a utilization analysis of the 
three existing school buildings. Individual spaces have 
been assessed and classified in regards to their current 
utilization. Categories include fully utilized, half-utilized, 
intermittently, and under-utilized spaces.
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CURRENT SPACE UTILIZATION: MEDINAH MIDDLE SCHOOL

First Floor Plan

Legat Architects conducted a utilization analysis of the 
three existing school buildings. Individual spaces have 
been assessed and classified in regards to their current 
utilization. Categories include fully utilized, half-utilized, 
intermittently, and under-utilized spaces.
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ENVISION & DEFINE
FMP TASK FORCE & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MEETINGS

The first FMP (Facilities Master Plan) Task Force 
Meeting kicked off the Envision and Define stages 
of the process. Facilitated by Legat Architects on 
May 2, 2017, school staff, teachers, administrators, 
parents, and community members worked in groups 
to brainstorm visioning words and define spaces that 
would improve the school facilities. The group was 
prompted by the two following questions:

 » With the district’s mission statement in mind,       
what words or phrases would you use to describe 
your vision for the future of Medinah School  
District’s facilities?

 » Responses typically were focused around the 
following concepts:
 » Welcoming & colorful
 » Flexible
 » Connected to nature
 » Innovative
 » Safe

 » What specific spaces or architectural elements would 
help fulfill your vision for the future of the facilities 
and exemplify the mission statement of Medinah 
School District?

 » Responses typically were focused around the 
following concepts:
 » Lounge & multipurpose spaces
 » Sensory spaces
 » Natural light & outdoor spaces
 » Lab spaces & technology
 » Accessibility & safety of drop-off/pick-up/entry 

sequences

The key results from this task force meeting are outlined 
on the following pages. A full list of responses and 
additional pictures can be found in the Appendix.

The Envision and Define stages of the process 
continued with the first Community Engagement 
meeting. Facilitated by Legat Architects and the FMP 
Task Force on May 17, 2017, community members 
worked in groups to brainstorm visioning words 
and define spaces that would improve the school 
facilities. The group was prompted by the two following 
questions:

 » With the district’s mission statement in mind,       
what words or phrases would you use to describe 
your vision for the future of Medinah School  
District’s facilities?

 » Responses typically were focused around the 
following concepts:
 » Inviting & Inclusive
 » Interactive
 » Open & Natural
 » Innovative
 » More space

 » What specific spaces or architectural elements would 
help fulfill your vision for the future of the facilities 
and exemplify the mission statement of Medinah 
School District?

 » Responses typically were focused around the 
following concepts:
 » Multipurpose spaces
 » Sensory spaces
 » Natural light & outdoor spaces
 » Lab spaces & technology
 » Safety & parking

The key results from this task force meeting are outlined 
on the following pages. A full list of responses and 
additional pictures can be found in the Appendix.
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ENVISION - FMP TASK FORCE MEETING

PROMPT

With the district’s mission statement in mind, what 
words or phrases would you use to describe your vision 
for the future of Medinah School District’s facilities?

GROUP ONE

 » Warm & inviting space
 » Conference / meeting room

 » Inside / outside organic 
spaces

 » Flexible learning environment
 » Calming environment 

 » Natural light / music

GROUP TWO

 » Open
 » Engaging
 » Colorful
 » Flexible
 » Dome / atrium
 » Tactile / hands-on
 » Less formal structure

GROUP THREE

 » Welcoming / inviting
 » Open
 » Safe
 » Flexible
 » Standing Desks
 » Green - natural light
 » Interactive spaces for students 

and teachers
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GROUP FOUR

 » Curb appeal
 » State of the art
 » High tech
 » Cross utilization technology
 » Survey community on uses (other)
 » CPR - rental for special events
 » Alumni - reach out & send 

updates

GROUP FIVE

 » Comfortable
 » Student-centered
 » Fun
 » Inviting
 » Bring outdoors indoors
 » Community feeling
 » Flexibility
 » Advanced technology / 

placement
 » Age appropriate
 » Safe
 » Storage
 » Efficient

GROUP FIVE

 » Prepared
 » Top Destination
 » Filled with leaders
 » Empowered
 » Cheerful
 » Collaborative
 » Engaging
 » Colorful
 » Transparent
 » Free-Flowing: “movement”
 » Safe
 » Welcoming
 » Forward thinking
 » Fun
 » Friendly

KEY RESPONSES

 » Welcoming & colorful
 » Flexible
 » Connected to nature

 » Innovative
 » Safe
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ENVISION - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MEETING

PROMPT

With the district’s mission statement in mind, what 
words or phrases would you use to describe your vision 
for the future of Medinah School District’s facilities?

GROUP ONE

 » More involvement from parents 
& community (volunteers)

 » More learning resources (for all 
levels of learning)

 » Classroom sizes - need more 
space

 » Keep enrollment in classrooms 
manageable (low)

 » Sinks for pre-k

GROUP TWO

 » Environment
 » Open
 » Flexibility
 » Inviting
 » Interaction
 » Early Learning

GROUP THREE

 » Functional
 » Efficient
 » Fun
 » Inviting
 » Learning
 » Engaging
 » Hands-on
 » Quality
 » Interactive
 » Kinesthetic learning
 » Flexibility
 » More storage
 » Increased space
 » Cooperative learning space
 » Big
 » Natural
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GROUP FOUR

 » Futuristic
 » Diverse

 » Learning areas, electives, 
furniture for learning

 » Inclusive
 » Students, staff, community

 » 21st century learning
 » Holistic
 » Green
 » Small class sizes

GROUP FIVE

 » Creating experiences
 » Students and future first
 » Engaging community
 » Lasting impact
 » Building innovation

KEY RESPONSES

 » Inviting & Inclusive
 » Interactive
 » Open & natural

 » Innovative
 » More space
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DEFINE - FMP TASK FORCE MEETING

PROMPT

What specific spaces or architectural elements would 
help fulfill your vision for the future of the facilities 
and exemplify the mission statement of Medinah 
School District?

GROUP ONE

 » Student Lounge
 » Fish tank
 » Furniture - rocking chairs, 

bean bag chairs
 » Sensory Room
 » Safety Issues

 » Parking, bus, office
 » Storage space (all schools)
 » Sinks in classrooms
 » Kindergarten appropriate spaces
 » “Medinaharium”: Outdoor 

naturalistic environment
 » Parent Center with 

Comfortable seating
 » Four seasons room
 » Flexible learning labs

 » iLab for STEM activities
 » Indoor recess rooms

GROUP TWO - MMS

 » More room / space
 » Bathrooms
 » Fitness space
 » Outdoor athletic space / track
 » Meditation space
 » Water feature / pool
 » Storage
 » Teacher space / lounge
 » Science labs
 » Natural light in every room
 » Green screen - recording area
 » More representative of real world
 » The Mediner

GROUP THREE - MMS

 » Idea lab
 » Flexible lunch space

 » Multi-purpose room
 » More physical space (all schools)

 » Gym - stagin bleachers
 » Flexible space

 » Lockers (all schools)
 » Personal space

 » Nature space
 » Natural light in all spaces
 » Solar / wind power
 » Defined storage
 » Accessible areas to 

community
 » Walking track
 » Sports depository
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GROUP FOUR - MPS

 » Bathrooms for each classroom
 » Alternative flooring
 » Unique furniture
 » Sensory rooms
 » Safety - entryways
 » Downtime rooms
 » Outside structures
 » Pick-up / drop-off flow
 » Media room

GROUP FIVE - MIS

 » Library / computer lab
 » Up-to-date technology
 » Mobile furniture / structures
 » Designated centers - designed 

similar to a community library
 » Natural lighting
 » Variety of seating & display

 » Classroom
 » Mobile furniture, variety of 

seating, plenty of outlets
 » Bigger, storage
 » Natural lighting
 » Bulletin wall, whiteboard wall
 » Bathroom, sink, lockers
 » Designated centers

 » Outdoor classroom
 » Buddy benches

GROUP SIX - MPS

 » Consolidate buildings
 » Bathrooms in classrooms - sinks, 

changing tables
 » Meeting / collaborative rooms
 » Sensory / calming room
 » Early childhood programs
 » Reinvent LMTC / computer labs
 » Preschool play area - indoor & 

outdoor
 » All day kindergarten
 » More staff bathrooms
 » More storage
 » Larger waiting area
 » Larger lunchroom / 

multi-purpose
 » Bus drop-off lane & parent 

pick-up and drop-off lane
 » More parking, secured entry

(GROUP FIVE - MIS CONTINUED)

 » Gym
 » Up-to-date, modern
 » Climbing wall, playground
 » Spongy floor, Skylight roof

 » Lunchroom - Own room, 
Cognizant of allergies

KEY RESPONSES

 » Lounge & multipurpose spaces
 » Sensory spaces
 » Natural light & outdoor spaces

 » Lab spaces & technology
 » Accessibility & safety of drop-off/pick-up/entry 

sequences
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DEFINE - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MEETING

PROMPT

What specific spaces or architectural elements would 
help fulfill your vision for the future of the facilities 
and exemplify the mission statement of Medinah 
School District?

GROUP ONE

 » Parking at Primary
 » No sinks at kindergarten classes
 » Safety & security - Primary
 » Cafeterias for all schools, 

including kitchens
 » Consolidation of schools
 » Bus monitors
 » iLab

GROUP TWO

 » Redefine LMTC & computer labs
 » Natural light
 » Increased storage
 » Adding appropriate sensory 

spaces
 » General modernization
 » Name each of the rooms 

something exciting
 » Create multi-media presentations
 » Safety & security
 » Accent coloring

GROUP THREE

 » Garden/picnic space, outdoor 
learning areas & bring 
outdoors inside (natural light)

 » Multipurpose & conference 
room

 » Temperature issues
 » More storage
 » Teacher bathroom updates
 » Primary school:

 » More space/bigger classrooms
 » Parking & updated playground
 » Security (entrance)
 » Teacher’s lounge, workroom
 » Bathrooms closer to library
 » Kindergarten/Pre-K sinks & 

bathrooms
 » Intermediate school:

 » Reconfiguration

(GROUP THREE CONTINUED)

 » Middle school:
 » Different use of computer 

labs
 » Update lighting
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KEY RESPONSES

 » Multipurpose spaces
 » Sensory spaces
 » Natural light & outdoor spaces

 » Lab spaces & technology
 » Safety & Parking

GROUP FOUR

 » Security
 » Parking - staff & parents
 » Bus lane
 » Upgrade LMTC - electronic 

resources
 » Staff bathrooms
 » Outdoor learning - green 

house
 » Larger classrooms
 » More storage
 » Multi-purpose room

 » Staff conference room
 » Parent gatherings

 » Sensory room

GROUP FIVE

 » Theme: connection
 » Flexible storage

 » Bleachers, technology, tables
 » Community green
 » Space at entry

 » Welcoming, transition space
 » Private work space in classrooms

 » Group work, innovative
 » Updated equipment & furnishings

 » Technology, comfortable 
furniture, charging stations, 
organized layout display 
awards

 » Spaces for learning opportunities
 » Writing, tutoring, technology 

support
 » Natural light in classrooms

GROUP SIX

 » Primary & Intermediate schools:
 » Sensory room, innovation lab
 » Outdoor classroom, four 

seasons room, games in field 
for school & community

 » Separate gym & lunchroom
 » Climbing wall, fitness lab,     

track, indoor playground, 
technology in PE

 » Innovative library space  
conducive to learning

 » Comfortable furniture
 » Reading & math rooms,   

Separate band & music rooms
 » Solar panels

 » Middle School:
 » Separate choral space
 » Bigger gym with bleachers that 

fold out from wall
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BUILDING TOURS

Legat Architects organized building tours for the FMP 
(Facilities Master Plan) Task Force, to view recent 
projects that exemplify forward-thinking educational 
spaces. Conducted on May 25, 2017, the group 
toured River Trails Middle School’s STEM lab and 
Nicholas & Associates model classroom (both of which 
utilize DIRTT systems), along with School District 59’s 
Early Learning Center. A few images from these tours 
are included below and on the adjacent page.
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CONSIDER & TRANSFORM

The second FMP Task Force Meeting kicked off 
the Consider and Transform stages of the process. 
Facilitated by Legat Architects on May 31, 2017, 
school staff, teachers, administrators, parents, and 
community members worked in groups to develop and 
assess concepts. The workshop was broken down into 
the two following segments:

 » Consider Workshop: Concepts 
 » Brainstorm options and play architect: 

collaborative design and test fit session
 » Break into small groups to brainstorm
 » Report back to large group
 » Summarize

 » Transform Workshop: Pros and Cons
 » Evaluate options and prioritize: select a preferred 

option
 » Break into small groups to brainstorm
 » Report back to large group
 » Summarize

The key results from this task force meeting are outlined 
on the following pages. A full list of responses and 
additional pictures can be found in the Appendix.

The Consider and Transform stages of the process 
continued with the second Community Engagement 
meeting. Facilitated by Legat Architects and the FMP 
Task Force on on June 13, 2017 community members 
worked in groups to develop and assess concepts. 
The workshop was broken down into the two following 
segments:

 » Consider Workshop: Concepts 
 » Brainstorm options and play architect: 

collaborative design and test fit session
 » Break into small groups to brainstorm
 » Report back to large group
 » Summarize

 » Transform Workshop: Pros and Cons
 » Evaluate options and prioritize: select a preferred 

option
 » Break into small groups to brainstorm
 » Report back to large group
 » Summarize

The key results from this community engagement 
meeting are outlined on the following pages. A full list 
of responses and additional pictures can be found in 
the Appendix.

FMP TASK FORCE & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MEETINGS
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GROUP ONE

 » Overview:
 » MPS: addition for Early 

Learning
 » MMS: switch LMTC and 

classrooms to provide light   
for LMTC

 » Additional ideas:
 » MPS: upgrade Main office 

& entry, rework bus lane 
& parking to be off street, 
remodel LMTC and add new 
four seasons room, provide 
closed off play area

 » MIS: swap science room and 
fifth grade room, provide glass 
above LMTC for natural light

 » MMS: convert LMTC & 
computer lab into iLab, new 
maintenance garage (large)

GROUP TWO (MPS)

 » Overview:
 » Purchase adjacent land in 

order to build out additional 
classrooms. MPS to remain 
pre-k through 2nd grade.

 » Priorities:
 » Bus safety: reconfigure drop-off
 » Secure office entrance
 » Sensory rooms
 » Separate room for music

 » Pros: bus lanes, secure entrance, 
additional parking, secure outdoor 
play space, parent drop-off lane

 » Cons: additional purchase of 
properties, close to capacity if 4 
sections of pre-k, 1st, and 2nd 
grade classrooms, possible parent 
drop-off backlog

GROUP THREE

 » Overview:
 » MPS: renovation only - move 

2nd grade to MIS
 » MIS: major remodel
 » MMS: large addition for 

auditorium and larger gym
 » Priorities:

 » MPS parking/entryway
 » Relocate/remodel libraries in  

all buildings
 » Create additional space
 » Separate gym and lunchroom 

in all buildings
 » Provide at least one large gym 

usable for a variety of purposes 
and for district wide events

 » Pros: MPS becomes an early 
childhood center, minimal 
renovation to MPS, all libraries 
updated, safe entries, additional 
parking, community friendly

 » Cons: multiple additions, no 
outdoor spaces incorporated, 
classrooms not made larger, no 
iLabs or sensory spaces

CONSIDER & TRANSFORM - FMP TASK FORCE MEETING
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GROUP FOUR

 » Overview:
 » MIS: gym & kitchen addition, 

infill existing gym with 
classrooms

 » MMS: major remodel of 
admin space

 » Pros:
 » MPS: security & safety from 

bus lane & relocated offices, 
sensory/activity areas, more 
bathrooms, unmoved west 
parking

 » MIS: larger classrooms, could 
use a gym classroom as 
sensory room, grades 1-4

 » MMS: minimum renovation, 
no addition, expanded 
teacher space, better 
utilization of existing rooms, 
natural light, track, combine 
music rooms

 » Cons: cost

GROUP FIVE

 » Overview:
 » MPS: early learning addition
 » MMS: Classroom addition

 » MPS Priorities:
 » Bus/parent drop-off
 » Safer entryway
 » Screened in area by library with 

outdoor learning
 » Early learning/1st grade center

 » MIS Priorities:
 » Move 2nd grade to MIS
 » Add outdoor learning/sensory
 » Utilize computer lab/science 

& library as one - convert 
computer lab to iLab

 » MMS Priorities:
 » Outdoor learning
 » iLab instead of computer lab

GROUP SIX

 » Overview:
 » Consolidation scheme
 » MPS: restructure room usage 

only - minimize cost
 » MIS: sell to developer
 » MMS: turn into “Medinah 

Campus” - grades 2-5, add 
grades 6-8 building in back 
with district offices, new 
LMTC provides link between 
new buildings, new gym & 
auditorium, provide outdoor 
learning

 » Pros:
 » Operations costs decreased 

with two campuses instead of 
three.
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GROUP ONE (MPS)

 » Overview:
 » Classroom addition at MPS
 » More parking & new entry

 » Priorities:
 » Bus lanes
 » Office entrance
 » Added classrooms (8)

 » Pros:
 » Pre-k through 2nd building
 » If a pre-k building, bathrooms, 

sinks, and “physicals” would 
be appropriately resized

 » More safety features
 » Sensory space

 » Cons:
 » Parking
 » No indoor play space
 » Still need: EL rooms, nurse, 

copy room, speech
 » Limited expansion possibilities
 » Need more bathroom spaces 

(adult and student)
 » Need changing area (large, 

private bathroom)

GROUP TWO

 » Overview:
 » Addition at MIS for more space
 » Fix bus lanes at MPS

 » Priorities:
 » Stagger times so parents can 

pick up kids
 » Security at MPS
 » Bus lanes & parking

 » Pros:
 » Safety
 » Geared towards E.L.

 » Cons:
 » Current bus schedule - MPS/

MIS share 504-511
 » Not a fan of 5th grade at MMS
 » Didn’t address MMS
 » Didn’t address storage needs

GROUP THREE

 » Overview:
 » Small addition at MIS
 » Small early learning addition 

at MPS - vertical, to leave 
green space

 » Interior alterations at MPS 
and MIS

 » Priorities:
 » Safety at MPS - office location 

and bus dropoff
 » Parking at MPS
 » More teaching space / larger 

classrooms
 » Pros:

 » Security & safety improved
 » More space during day & 

events

CONSIDER & TRANSFORM - COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT MEETING
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GROUP FOUR

 » Overview:
 » Add on offices at MPS, use 

existing spaces for classrooms
 » Safety concerns at MPS - add 

fence to separate busses
 » Open up computer lab at 

MMS to be properly used, 
with mobile technology

 » Priorities:
 » Security at MPS
 » Efficient use of space, keep 

some green space
 » Natural light

 » Pros:
 » Security at MPS, added fence
 » Utilizing space more 

effectively due to 1:1
 » New bus lane at MPS
 » Didn’t disrupt instructional 

relevance / priorities
 » Cons:

 » Layout at MIS not conducive 
to special needs

 » Question raised: Why are we 
taking on 0-3? They are not 
children covered by K-12 schools

GROUP FIVE

 » Overview:
 » Move 1st & 2nd grades to MIS
 » Add on new gym at MIS, fill in 

existing gym with classrooms
 » Renovate MPS for early learning
 » Move classrooms at MMS

 » Priorities:
 » MPS - 0 through 1
 » Add classroom space to MIS
 » Add new gym to MIS
 » Bus drop-off lane at MPS
 » MIS Track around soccer field
 » Increase natural light & 

ergonomics in each building
 » Pros:

 » “Small building = small needs”
 » Safety improvements
 » Separation of 2nd/3rd and 

4th/5th grades on two floors
 » Non-transitory grades in one 

building
 » Convertible learning blocks by 

grade level
 » Cons:

 » Reduction in green space

GROUP SIX

 » Overview:
 » 0-K (full day) at MPS, new 

outdoor sensory areas
 » Classroom addition at MIS, 

move administration here
 » Move 5th grade to MMS, convert 

admin area to teacher’s lounge
 » MMS Climbing wall and skylights

 » Priorities:
 » MPS security/safety & parking
 » Upgrade MPS library to sensory
 » MIS classrooms addition
 » Admin offices moved to MIS
 » Additional parking at MIS
 » Windows & skylights and MMS

 » Pros:
 » 0-K in one building (MPS)
 » Work could be done in stages
 » MPS emphasis on early learning
 » Better groupings of grades
 » Better opportunities for 5th grade 

at MMS
 » Major changes with minimal cost

 » Cons:
 » Lose green space
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CONSIDER & TRANSFORM - MASTER PLAN OPTIONS

Over the course of three Facilities Master Plan (FMP) 
Task Force meetings, the Task Force and Legat 
Architects developed five unique directions for the next 
phase of the Master Planning process. Each option 
presented unique challenges, and the group debated 
pros and cons of each one. Some options were 
even developed on the spot during these meetings. 
Ultimately, the following five options were developed 
and moved forward conceptually.

 » OPTION 1: MIS Addition 

 » A 10,000 square foot addition is added on to the 
west wing of Medinah Intermediate School.

 » (4) x 1st Grade and (4) x 2nd Grade classrooms 
are programmed inside the addition.

 » 33,000 square feet of site work at MPS is 
included in the renovation.

 » Minor renovations at MPS and MMS. 

 » OPTION 2: MMS Addition 

 » A 12,000 square foot addition is added on to the 
south edge of Medinah Middle School.

 » (5) x Early Learning classrooms and (3) x ELC 
support spaces are included inside the addition.

 » 33,000 square feet of site work at MPS is 
included in the renovation.

 » Minor renovations at MPS and MIS. 

 » OPTION 3: MPS Addition 

 » A 12,000 square foot addition is added on to the 
east edge of Medinah Primary School. 

 » This option impedes on already-limited parking 
at MPS and would likely require the purchase of 
additional land.

 » 33,000 square feet of site work at MPS is 
included in the renovation.

 » Minor renovations at MIS and MMS.

 » OPTION 4: Consolidation Scheme 

 » The Medinah School District closes operations 
at Medinah Primary School and one of the 
following occurs:

•  Option 4.1: Moth-ball and sell building and 
 site.

•  Option 4.2: Demolish building and sell as 
 greenfield site.

•  Option 4.3: Repurpose for future use.
 » A 35,000 square foot, two-story addition 

(17,500 square foot footprint) is added on to 
the east wing of MIS. Grades Pre-K through 
5th are moved to MIS.

 » Minor renovations at MMS, including 
additional classrooms and a library/tech lab. 

 » OPTION 5: MMS Addition Alternate 

 » A 12,000 square foot addition is added on to 
the south edge of Medinah Middle School. 

 » 8,000 square feet of additional parking is 
added to the east edge of MMS.

 » (3) x 5th Grade and (1) x Bonus classrooms 
are included in the addition. 

 » A multi-purpose room, tech node, and STEM 
lab are included in the addition at MMS.

 » Grades Pre-K through 1st are moved to MPS
 » Grades 2nd through 4th are moved to MIS
 » Grades 5th through 8th are moved to MMS.
 » Heavy interior renovations at MIS and MPS. 

The key details from each Option are outlined on 
the following pages. Enlarged, full-page images of 
the options can be found in the Appendix.
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MASTER PLAN OPTION 1

 » OPTION 1: MIS Addition 

 » A 10,000 square foot addition is added on 
to the west wing of Medinah Intermediate 
School.

 » (4) x 1st Grade and (4) x 2nd Grade 
classrooms are programmed inside the 
addition.

 » 33,000 square feet of site work at MPS is 
included in the renovation.

 » Minor renovations at MPS and MMS.
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MASTER PLAN OPTION 2

 » OPTION 2: MMS Addition 

 » A 12,000 square foot addition is added on to 
the south edge of Medinah Middle School.

 » (5) x Early Learning classrooms and (3) x 
ELC support spaces are included inside the 
addition.

 » 33,000 square feet of site work at MPS is 
included in the renovation.

 » Minor renovations at MPS and MIS.
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MASTER PLAN OPTION 3

 » OPTION 3: MPS Addition 

 » A 12,000 square foot addition is added on to 
the east edge of Medinah Primary School. 

 » This option impedes on already-limited 
parking at MPS and would likely require the 
purchase of additional land.

 » 33,000 square feet of site work at MPS is 
included in the renovation.

 » Minor renovations at MIS and MMS.
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MASTER PLAN OPTION 4

 » OPTION 4: Consolidation Scheme 

 » The Medinah School District closes operations 
at Medinah Primary School and one of the 
following occurs:

•  Option 4.1: Moth-ball and sell building and 
 site.

•  Option 4.2: Demolish building and sell as 
 greenfield site.

•  Option 4.3: Repurpose for future use.
 » A 35,000 square foot, two-story addition 

(17,500 square foot footprint) is added on to 
the east wing of MIS. Grades Pre-K through 
5th are moved to MIS.

 » Minor renovations at MMS, including 
additional classrooms and a library/tech lab. 
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MASTER PLAN OPTION 5

 » OPTION 5: MMS Addition Alternate 

 » A 12,000 square foot addition is added on to 
the south edge of Medinah Middle School. 

 » 8,000 square feet of additional parking is 
added to the east edge of MMS.

 » (3) x 5th Grade and (1) x Bonus classrooms 
are included in the addition. 

 » A multi-purpose room, tech node, and STEM 
lab are included in the addition at MMS.

 » Grades Pre-K through 1st are moved to MPS
 » Grades 2nd through 4th are moved to MIS
 » Grades 5th through 8th are moved to MMS.
 » Heavy interior renovations at MIS and MPS.
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APPENDIX

How could we better support our teachers within the 
school facility?

 » I think the teachers do a lot to make our classrooms 
as comfortable as possible. Temperature/climate 
issues could be better, we are often very cold or very 
warm. Additional bathrooms and water fountains 
away from the office would be great, as would large 
enough space for teachers to collaborate in. Right 
now it is in our classrooms or the computer lab 
which is not really set up for communication.

 » Have specialists have a place to work when they 
travel from school to school. Often there is not 
enough room for everyone

 » The new whiteboards are great but I feel the 
technology is often unreliable as far as the white 
board pens and their accuracy. For example, the 
board constantly needs to be re-calibrated, the pens 
don’t always click where they should be and it just 
affects the overall work flow in the classroom by 
constantly having to go back and forth from the front 
of the room, back to my desktop computer.

 » A larger teachers workroom/lunchroom at Primary 
would be helpful

 » A more conducive workroom would be great. 
Somewhere that teachers can have supplies available 
(pens, pencils, staplers, etc.)

 » Flexible seating options in the classrooms, more 
storage for supplies, better staff bathrooms, paint 
classrooms, laptops for teachers to use in order to 
eliminate bulky desktops.

 » Updated space for lounge area so all teachers could 
fit for lunch, luncheons, etc. and with this we can all 
build on our positive building environment together!

 » Consistent space to meet within the facility
 » A door between Kindergarten classrooms so that 

they can Team teach or mix students according to 
academic grouping needs. 

 » Provide teacher parking. The parking lot at primary 
is so small and cramped that if people don’t park 
correctly or if we have measurable snow, we loose 

3-4 spots. Plus people have hit colleagues 
vehicles because parking is so tight.

 » As a teacher, a concern of mine is being given 
enough storage as well as space to write and 
hang materials. If redesigning the classrooms is 
a possibility, teachers would love to be able add 
input in regards to providing enough storage 
and whiteboard/bulletin board space. I have 
had to buy A LOT of drawers, shelves, baskets, 
and bins to improve the functionality of my 
classroom. It would have been nice to not have 
to do that. The more space and materials a 
teacher is given to organize learning materials, 
the better a classroom of students can function 
productively. Teachers should also have more of 
a say when it comes to where their computer is 
setup in the classroom. Due to the location of 
my computer, I am limited as to my classroom 
layout. Lastly, I would feel better supported within 
the school if my students consistently had simple, 
quality supplies like paper towels and tissues. On 
multiple occasions, I have brought such supplies 
from my own house because more of those 
supplies were not provided to me by the school.

 » Our classrooms could really use a paint job 
and a color different than this yellowish color. 
The cabinets are ugly, also. All classrooms 
should be getting nice rugs.... not having to 
buy their own. Fun/School learning type rugs. 
We need better organizational type furniture for 
our classrooms also because we have no room 
to store everything. The staff bathrooms need 
to be updated. We also all need sinks in our 
classrooms.

 » The response to problems in the building has 
been much faster and with better results the last 
2 years. Continue that and work on proactive 
maintenance, including making sure that there 
are not allergens, such as mold or mildew in the 
classrooms.

 » Hiring a new head of maintenance for a 
seamless transition should be the top priority.

 » Personally, I need more storage space. On a 
whole school level I’d like to see increased 
opportunities for students like Home Ec. and 
more performance opportunities. These all 

FULL LIST OF STAFF, TEACHER & ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY RESULTS
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require space, scheduling, and staffing.
 » Build a better, more updated and more functional 

library
 » I’m not sure.
 » More para pros and parent volunteers in the 

classrooms
 » Long term - more square footage, & more teacher 

aides/ Para-pros.
 » The MMS teacher’s workroom set up with supplies to 

actually function as a work room.
 » Technology centers in classrooms with the increase in 

devices to avoid cords, avoid farther distances from 
desktop to IWB in some classes, etc...

 » Larger teacher lunchroom so more people could sit 
in there together. Possible options for resources to do 
flexible seating in classrooms.

 » Updates to technology management. Updates to the 
teacher workroom to make it an actual functional 
workroom ... not just a table that we eat at.

 » I’d like to see the science lab have more tables and 
chairs and maybe a digital sign up for using the 
science lab with the class or as storage for a class 
project/lab. I also think it could be helpful to have 
a digital sign up for using the gym for activities with 
our class, obviously with time blocked out for P.E. 
and lunch/recess preparation and clean up.

 » Larger workroom, consistently having hot water & 
larger faculty parking lot

 » A better workroom.
 » larger classrooms from small group work and floor 

work
 » The classroom decor needs freshening up. The 

cabinet colors are drab and dated. Some of the 
furniture such as student mailboxes and library book 
racks are worn and dated. It would be nice to have 
colorful instructional carpets to help manage large 
groups as well as help make the classroom more 
inviting and appealing to young children.

 » Also the copier in the workroom is rather unreliable. 
It constantly jams costing us precious plan time as 

we try to unjam it. 
 » Additional female staff bathroom (with fans)
 » IF there were to be a security issue, I don’t think 

there is any way my classroom would be safe. It is at 
ground level, next to a major road and a sidewalk 
leading to a bus stop/train station. People walk by 
all day, so someone walking right up to the windows 
would not seem out of the ordinary until it was much 
too late to do anything about it. My classroom is 
also directly next to a set of glass doors, with a glass 
surround. In the unlikely event of a security issue, I 
don’t see any way for me to keep my students safe.

 » I would love to see more spaces where technology 
can be used on a larger scale, classrooms with 
stronger set-ups for collaborative work (ie more 
tables instead of desks, better technology set-ups 
within the classroom.

 » We need more classrooms. There is not enough 
space at Primary with the addition of Head Start 
and Preschool. If there is a 4th section next year, 
the music teacher will most likely be on a cart. The 
Math Specialist does not have a room to teach in. 
She uses the art and music room when they are not 
in session. Intermediate is also on its way to needing 
more space as well.
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What learning space outside the classroom does your 
school need?

 » Outside tables/chairs would be great for our space.
 » Sensory room for EC students at MPS, if 2 SLPs are 

in the building, space for both to work (being in a 
large classroom is too big when working with a small 
group of preschoolers)

 » Multi purpose room
 » Specialists have the hardest time finding space to 

see students. We are increasing our use of specialists 
both from within the district as well as through 
NDSEC and there are times when student do not 
receive their services because there is not enough 
rooms to work in. Given the unique needs of many 
of our students there has to be more work space 
(small rooms) for small groups of children. So many 
rooms are being shared by MANY people and it 
leaves no room for flexibility.

 » Spaces for small group learning and test taking.
 » An area for classes to go for projects that need a lot 

of space other than the commons.
 » Science lab, teacher meeting room with adult sized 

tables and chairs
 » Sensory Room for our special education students. 

A room where we can set up sensory type activities 
(mats, steps, swings, slides etc) to benefit our 
students with IEP or sensory needs. It would be great 
to have a location in the school where we can go 
with students who need sensory breaks. Supporting 
their needs should be one of our main priorities.

 » Sensory room for preschool
 » Multipurpose room for preschool to play in when 

they cannot go outside and for the OT/PT to service 
students

 » I believe our school would benefit from an 
outside area with picnic tables that teachers could 
occasionally use as an “outdoor classroom” when 
there is nice weather. I also think that the school 
could use a computer lab and science lab for each 
grade level. When I have the laptop cart in my 
classroom, it becomes a burden because I have to 
find a spot where it can be plugged in, and I can’t 
always go put it back directly after being done using 
the laptops with my class. Therefore, the cart stays 

in my classroom creating an added obstacle that 
students have to see around when learning. With 
our new science curriculum and standards, teachers 
are required to have students complete projects and 
experiments that often take up a lot of space to store 
or carry out. Our classrooms are not big enough to 
properly facilitate multiple small learning groups at 
one time. Students appreciate when they have space 
to work and not be so close to another group that 
they can hear or see every thing that is being said or 
done.

 » We need a room with tables and chairs (adult size) to 
hold meetings in. Staff who are support and pull-out 
students to do RTI or small group instruction have no 
where to go. We need a math/science lab.

 » MakerSpace
 » Technology (internet)
 » A well stocked science lab and technology spaces.
 » I do not feel there is a need to create additional 

areas for learning space.
 » I love using the outside picnic tables at MMS and 

would like to see that expanded.
 » Multipurpose library space (Maker space/STEM, 

Technology, Reading etc.)
 » I’m not sure.
 » A “Life Lab” or fitness center-type space for PE!
 » Space for student interventions/ small groups, 

science area to house materials, a place for science 
investigations to happen would be an additional 
bonus for student learning

 » I feel we need a multi purpose room with technology 
access for grade level collaboration. The commons 
is used now, but that area could be distracting. MMS 
could use an area where they can bring students with 
IEP’s and 504’s to work without interruption.

 » A room where we can take students out to work 
with. Some class periods it is difficult to find an 
empty room to work in. We do have a room for 
this purpose but it is used a lot by district office for 
meetings.

 » An auditorium

FULL LIST OF STAFF, TEACHER & ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY RESULTS
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 » Modern LMTC - updated learning center with 
possible makerspace

 » science lab? common area for larger group 
projects?

 » Community space that is available for larger groups 
of students to use. Areas for small group instruction.

 » Multi-purpose room
 » A learning space to take small groups of students for 

instruction.
 » Possibly having a separate lunchroom not in the gym
 » Additional EL classroom and dedicated instructional 

space for Specialists especially Math.
 » LMTC director to provide technology and reading 

inspiration support
 » An LMTC with more space for students to work when 

needed.
 » The LMTC needs to be expanded. It is a tight space.
 » updated science lab with enough tables/chairs
 » We need conference rooms for meetings with 

parents. Information is confidential at these meetings 
so families need a quiet space. A classroom is not 
the appropriate place or the teacher workroom. 
However, when a classroom is used, traveling 
teachers are forced to find another area to teach. 
This makes things difficult. Everyone should have 
a permanent space to teach students. Traveling to 
whatever room is available is not ideal. Instructional 
time is lost when these situations arise. Meetings 
rooms for teachers on articulation days or team 
meeting days/professional development days are 
needed.
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Any additional comments related to facility needs?

 » Bus pick up and drop off needs to be updated at 
Primary. Parking is very inadequate for the amount of 
staff at that building. Not enough spaces.

 » We need to continue to think about how we can 
better the students and their needs in our district. We 
need to remember and take into consideration the 
importance of our special education students and 
what types of facility spaces would benefit them each 
and every day of them being at school.

 » Teachers would appreciate additional staff 
bathrooms. When teachers have a plan period 
or lunch, multiple teachers are likely trying to use 
the washroom at the same time. With that being 
said, having additional bathrooms would eliminate 
teachers having to keep checking whether or not 
the bathroom is open.It would also be wonderful 
if during indoor recess classrooms did not have to 
be utilized. Common areas for each grade could 
eliminate having to use teacher classrooms for 
indoor recess.

 » Primary really needs to look at the way our entrance 
is to the school. It is extremely unsafe that there is a 
gap between the doors and the main office. We also 
have a horrible parking lot and the more we grow 
with adding preschool, aides etc., the less spaces 
we have. There are days that all of our staff can not 
even park in the back of the building.

 » Larger, updated, multi-purpose libraries at all 3 
schools

 » I think there should be serious consideration to keep 
district offices and middle school spaces separate.

 » Better than it was a few years ago, still do not think 
we need to spend lots of money on updates to make 
school look nicer--only for true things that need 
replacement or upgrades such as boiler, etc..

 » The maintenance staff has been wonderful about 
helping me make small changes in my classroom to 
accommodate the needs of my students.

 » I gave MPS a poor rating based on bus lane and 
parking lot size alone.

 » The Art Room could use an upgrade. It would be 
great if we could have more faculty restrooms 
available and in different location. ( Both MMS & 

FULL LIST OF STAFF, TEACHER & ADMINISTRATOR SURVEY RESULTS

MIS)
 » More bathrooms for students and adults, There need 

to be more down by the district office/science rooms.
 » Vestibule in front of MPS needs to be more secure. 

While visitors still need to buzz in, anyone has free 
range of the school once they are through that door. 
They dont necessarily need to stop in and check 
in the office if they dont want to. That is incredibly 
concerning with the possibility of intruders.

 » None.
 » New bus drop-off lanes, larger & safer parent pickup 

parking
 » An additional women’s bathroom.
 » larger parking lot for parents and staff, not sure on 

air quality??
 » Can anything be done to control the humidity in our 

building? Paper curls, student work displays droop, 
and the classrooms seem to develop a distinctive 
unpleasant smell.

 » It would be great if third graders could have lockers 
instead of cubbies. Cubbies add to clutter--especially 
in the winter months--and take up valuable 
classroom space. The third grade teachers use the 
cabinets above them and appreciate the storage, 
but lockers would make the room cleaner and more 
spacious.

 » I think the main office should be reconfigured. So 
that Sherie and I have a secure exit from the office 
should we ever have an emergency.

 » An addition needs to be added on to accommodate 
students’ needs.
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How would you like to stay informed about the process, 
including upcoming community meetings?

 » Emails
 » Email or updates via the staff calendar or faculty 

meetings
 » Email and website
 » Email or newsletter
 » Email is a great way to communicate or tiny “blurbs” 

discussed at staff meetings. Hopefully a variety of 
teachers (from all grade levels and buildings) will be 
involved in the planning.

 » I would appreciate monthly faculty meeting or team 
meeting updates.

 » I think at faculty meetings would be good and/or 
through email.

 » Monthly Email alerts
 » Roselle, libraries, school newsletter & email
 » Emails would be sufficient to update staff and 

teachers on the process.
 » Verbally
 » Email and staff meetings
 » E-mail or faculty meetings
 » School email
 » Emails / flyers are great
 » Emails, quick meetings when necessary
 » Faculty meetings, email
 » Emails
 » Website
 » Email, meetings
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FULL LIST OF STUDENT WORKSHOP RESULTS

FIRST GRADE DREAM SCHOOL

 » Small flags - each grade own flag
 » TV - learning shows - PS4
 » Fish/shark tank - learning about fish
 » Caterpillar - color / learning about
 » Butterflies - watchs grow / feed
 » Snow machine - play / snow cones / snow angels
 » Upstairs - more space to learn - fun Fridays          

play space

 » Downstairs - four times as big / play room /        
toys & fun

 » Trees - leaves / shade / nature
 » Bounce house - climbing / exercise / brain break
 » Chairs with wheels - comfortable (living room)
 » Bean bags
 » Puppy - take care of animals / petting relaxes
 » Waterslide - slide down / pool / learning to swim
 » Hot tub
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 » Massage chairs
 » Computer lab - pillows
 » Lazer equipment
 » Bed - relaxing place to read
 » Treasure - clues / finding gold & diamonds in chest
 » Birds - holding & caring for / flowers for      

humming birds
 » Extra gym - more exercise
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SECOND GRADE DREAM SCHOOL

 » Carpet - different seating
 » Board to write on
 » Books - reading books / research
 » Playground / exercise & stay healthy / swing 

improvements / healthy heart & body
 » Security cameras - safe / check on things
 » Computers - research / games / learning
 » Fire alarms - warns you / practice safety / exit map

 » Teacher - lead you in learning
 » Vehicle - student driven
 » Bus drop-off & pickup - stay dry
 » Climbing wall - climb up / exercise / fun /        

better view
 » Reserved parking - bigger / teacher parking
 » Lunch room - healthy food / steak / chocolate ice 

cream / happiness
 » Mini fridge - pop / Dr. Pepper
 » Study hall - homework / quiet

FULL LIST OF STUDENT WORKSHOP RESULTS
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 » Roller Coaster - fun / ride anywhere / build / learn 
how it works

 » Tables instead of desks - working together / stand up
 » Swimming pool - learning to swim / exercise / high 

dive and ladder
 » Gymnastics - fun / exercise
 » Sleeping room
 » Batting cages
 » Skating rink - learn to skate
 » Basketball court - exercise

 » Big empty room - to run & play
 » Puppies - pet / cute / happy
 » Monkeys
 » Cats & kittens - caring for animals / relaxing / 

allergies
 » T.V. - cartoons
 » Tech lab
 » No rules
 » Minecraft
 » Spa and hot tub for teachers
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THIRD GRADE DREAM SCHOOL

 » Slide - going down & up quickly to class
 » Pool - practice swimming in gym / learn to swim / 

exercise & fun
 » Ice cream maker - ice cream vending in classrooms / 

cookie dough ice cream
 » Everything made out of chocolate
 » Cookie Pies
 » McDonalds

 » Healthy food choices
 » Starbucks for teachers
 » Donuts - chocolate
 » Animal room - learn about lizards adaptation / care 

for animals / aquarium with sharks and fish
 » Reading lounge - quiet spot
 » Hiedout outside - book / relax / get away / safe
 » Garden - study plants / learn about environment / 

flowers / veggies & carrots
 » Doors for every grade - safer / secure

FULL LIST OF STUDENT WORKSHOP RESULTS
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 » Indoor recess - equipment / play / dodge ball / 
bowling alley / skydiving / trampoline

 » Color in school - brighter / happy school
 » Waiting room - after school club / covered waiting 

that’s safe
 » Big chalk board - art / display / change each month
 » Party room - celebrate / family can come
 » Floating bed - space / reclining furniture
 » Big bell
 » T.V.

 » Electronics room
 » Theater
 » Science room
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FIFTH GRADE DREAM SCHOOL

 » Kindergarden through 5th grade in one school - 
move too much / ease of drop off and pick up for 
parents  -currently at multiple schools

 » Escalators - stairs / multiple floors
 » Puppy place - calm / happy / biophilia / nature 

helps you learn
 » Aquarium / class pets / hampster
 » Outdoor window hallway zoo - learn about animals
 » Greenhouse - grow your own healthy potatoes

 » Skylight - natural light / see outside
 » Pool - sport / exercise / water sports / water 

volleyball
 » Chill-out room
 » Rotating doors - carrying big book bags / energy 

efficiency
 » Bigger gym - soccer / volleyball / gymnastics 

/ raining outside, more things to do / plays & 
performances

 » Solar panels - save energy / learning tool

FULL LIST OF STUDENT WORKSHOP RESULTS
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 » Bigger blacktop - games / playground / kickball / 
grass area gets wet

 » Soccer goals / football goals
 » Bigger library - different places to learn / more 

books / computers / laptops / robots
 » Food delivery system - healthy choices
 » Comfortable seating - spinning/rotating for group 

projects
 » Decorative walls - colors / artwork
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SIXTH GRADE DREAM SCHOOL

 » Wild cat cash day - winter benefit / prizes / tickets / 
games

 » Track - practice for cross country / outside exercise / 
community use?

 » Personal penny for gym - sanitary
 » More variety of classes - art / music / math
 » Bring vending machines back - learn to spend 

money wisely / healthy snacks for quick energy / 
concentration / choices

 » Football team & field - Learning / competition / 
sportsmanship

 » Baseball team
 » Fencing / swords
 » Longer passing periods - too much to carry distance 

of travel
 » Personal Chrome Books - for homework on line
 » School newspaper
 » Locker space - without someone too close / head hit 

by locker

FULL LIST OF STUDENT WORKSHOP RESULTS
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 » Hall monitors - observation
 » Bigger hallways - comfortable furniture
 » Gymnastics unit in gym class
 » Larger library / computer lab - more books
 » Skylight - natural light
 » Greenhouse - environmental club / learn about 

environment and science
 » Baking club - future prep for culinary club
 » Art club - display & exhibit work

 » Donation for school supplies
 » Personal charging in lockers
 » Fashion club - make clothing
 » Robotics club
 » Pool / showers
 » Field trips
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SEVENTH GRADE DREAM SCHOOL

 » Flexible schedule
 » Favorite place to learn is outside
 » Bowling alley - learn skill / kinetic energy / gym class
 » Current cafeteria not large enough and no windows
 » Healthy food choices
 » Food court - “oasis” like highways
 » Vending machines - quick snacks / fundraising / 

after school use / drinks, snacks, protein, caffeine

 » Grow own food - green house / green roof / 
restaurant

 » Tennis court - more fun / good exercise
 » Fitness room - exercise / spin / weights
 » Swimming pool - practice / learn to swim
 » Dodgeball pit - exercise
 » Nap - focus better
 » Computer to take hom - no books, save time and 

trees
 » Robot

FULL LIST OF STUDENT WORKSHOP RESULTS
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 » Bigger hallways & classrooms - crowded / benches & 
places to meet

 » Free period - catch up / nap / charge phone
 » Create own clubs
 » Restroom privacy
 » New classes - foreign language / cooking / knitting 

/ wood shop / math / science / elective (personal 
interest) / car mechanics / business/taxes/bank 
accounts / socialize
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 1: MIS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 1: MIS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 1: MIS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 2: MMS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 2: MMS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 2: MMS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 3: MPS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 3: MPS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 3: MPS ADDITION
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 4: CONSOLIDATION SCHEME
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 4: CONSOLIDATION SCHEME
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 4: CONSOLIDATION SCHEME
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 5: MMS ADDITION ALTERNATE
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 5: MMS ADDITION ALTERNATE
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MASTER PLAN OPTIONS - OPTION 5: MMS ADDITION ALTERNATE
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